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Econanic Carparisons of Crops Vs. Livestock Production* 

Herb Hadley & E. Dean Baldwin 

Short Term 1976-77 crop year 

Variations in productJ-6?1- costs and product prices have caused gyrations 

in many of the livestock and crop conmodity markets. Developments in August 

and September will eliminate some of the supply uncertainty for the 1976-77 

crop year. Prices that; livestock producers pay for 1976 feed inputs will 

depend upon national and international supply conditions, the level of world 

stocks, danestic feeding rates, and quantities sold via the export market. 

On the livestock side, cattle inventory was down five percent fran the 

preceding year. Large rnmlbers of cattle will be going on feed this fall and 

large marketings will continue during the last quarter of 1976 and during the 

first quarter of 1977. These supply patterns will continue to depress prices. 

By the second or third quarter of next year, fed cattle.prices may average in 

the mid $40s. The break even price on $2.50/bushel corn should average $44/cwt. 

With hog profits high during 1976, pork supplies are expected to be 

larger than a year ago. Hog slaughter for the first half of 1977 may increase 

by 15 percent over the 1976 level. If corn prices range between $2.40 and 

$2.60/bu., the break even hog price should average $38 to $40/cwt. These 

figures suggest a corn/hog ratio of 14.6 to 16.6 which approximates the 

historic average. Future expansion in hog numbers may be dampened by rapidly 

increasing corn prices and may start down by mid 1977. 

Longer term 

Buying land and/or building specialized livestock facilities must be 

considered a long term proposal. Land speculators and older farmers will not 
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make the required investment to produce livestock. Variations in costs and 

hog prices, increases in specialization, and the need for relatively large 

investments in livestock facilities incur risk and incare variability. To 

counter-balance the.price and incane risks, many farmers IID.lSt develop short 

and long term marketing strategies. These plans include the alternatives of 

hedging, forward contracting, cash marketing, organizational pooling, ani 

vertical and horizontal contracting. In addition, these plans must encarpass 

inputs as well as the resulting output and price. The fornru.lation of these 

plans may vary among farms depending.upon the managerial expertice and 

financial stability of each respective firm. 

Livestock enterprise seem to be most suitable where extra land is not 

available, on smaller farms which are generally less productive for raising 

crops, or on large farms which have· a surplus labor suppiy. Construction of 

livestock facilities on rented land is not generally feasible. Many operators 

do not have a large enough land base to support a livestock enterprise. 

Future expansion of livestock in the United States will occur if feed and 

livestock prices allow the enterprises to return an acceptable return. 

Expansion will probably occur on larger units or on units where there is 

enough land base to support a young farm family. Livestock enterprises and 

numbers will expand in Ohio proVided the Ohio fanner can canpete with other 

livestock producers. To encourage the growth of a health,y livestock industry, 

the Ohio marketing sector must provide innovative marketing services, canpetitive 

prices, and pertinent price and quality infonnation to the producer, packer 

and consumer. 
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